Abstract
Introduction
Along with the rapid development of the Internet, the amount of the information on networks shows an exponential growth. Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm analyzes the information of the users and items collected from the networks and create a userrating matrix. Doing a comparative analysis with the information from different users can help discover the patterns and knowledge with potential values from these massive information resources efficiently, and give a prediction of the potential interests for users, which provides an efficiency solution for the "information overload" problem [1] .
There are three general classes of collaborative filtering algorithm: user-based collaborative filtering, item-based collaborative filtering and model-based collaborative filtering [2] [3] [4] .
Being the most classical and most widely used personalized recommendation algorithm, collaborative filtering shows obvious advantages, but it also faces some challenges. Since collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is based on the search of user's nearest neighbor set [5] , and with a significant increase in the number of users and items, the size of user set is growing, it's certain to cost more time to search and compute and hence affect the efficiency and quality of recommendation. In addition, the growth of user and item base makes the user-rating matrix sparsity becomes a more serious problem [6] . A large number of items can't get enough ratings from users, makes it difficult for the system to give an accurate prediction, sometimes it even can't deliver a result, affecting the ability and accuracy of the algorithm.
In response to these problems, we propose a collaborative filtering algorithm based on community division. It based on the idea that "people of a mind fall into the same group",
Community Detection Algorithm based on Topology Potential

Traditional Community Detection Algorithm based on Topology Potential
Topology potential approach is a new community detection method proposed in recent years, it attracts many researchers' attention [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] for its' lower time complexity and needing no field or expert knowledge. Complex network can be modeled as a graph, which defined as
V is the set of nodes as users of the networks and E is the set of edges as the connection between nodes. Nodes in complex networks are not isolate but connected by edges. We introduce the topological potential theory in physics to describe the relationship and interactions among these nodes. Each node in the network can be abstracted as a field source with a certain mass, and can affect other nodes in the same potential field, all these nodes interconnected and working together will form a field, called topological potential field [14] .
There are some deficiencies of current topology-based community detection approaches, when distribute nodes to communities, they need to use additional means such as benefit function, the ratio of the indegree and outdegree of the node, and regulating parameter  , which increase the difficulty and complexity of the detection. For instance, in literature [13] the size of the community and ownership of the nodes are totally depend on the preset regulation parameter  . For real complex network, it's difficult to predict the size of each community in advance, so it's hard to find a reasonable adjustment parameter.
In response to these problems, we put forward a new community detection algorithm, which utilizes the inherent peak-valley structure in topology potential field to carry out community detection and determines the community attachment of nodes based on the position of them in topology potential field.
New Community Detection Algorithm based on Topology Potential
Linkages and connections among nodes in complex network contribute to the topology potential field. In the field, nodes get together due to their mutual effect. Each community corresponds to a local higher potential region in the topology potential field, where the representative node of the community values the maximum potential [15] . The topology potential distribution of a social network always shows an inherent peak-valley structure, in which some nodes with higher potential value are located in higher position, some smaller lie in the lower position.
Utilizing the inherent peak-valley structure in topology potential field, we divide the node into following four kinds according to their positions in it: peak, valley, slope position and edge.
Peak represents a maximum potential value of local higher potential region which correspond to a community, and node in peak position is the center of the region and is the representative of the community [9] . If the distance of two peak nodes is closer than 3 / 2 
[13], selecting a higher potential one as the representative node for the community and the smaller one as the merge node of peak.
Nodes in the valley of the topology potential field value smaller potential, they usually located in the junction of several local high potential areas and they are the overlap nodes of the community.
Nodes in the slope of the topology potential field are located between the peak one and valley one, they are internal nodes of the local high potential area.
Nodes in the edge of the topology potential field keep very weak links with other nodes, some even have no link, they are isolated nodes and don't belong to any community.
Algorithm Description
Algorithm 1: Community detection based on topology potential Input: a complex network
peak nodes, internal nodes of each community and isolate nodes
Step 1: compute potential value of all nodes and establish the topology potential field for
G
Step 2: seek all peak nodes in the topology potential field with hill-climbing method
Step 3: choose representative node for each community from peak nodes
Step 4: choose a representative node at random from nodes searched out in step 3, and expand them in breath-first way
Step 5: figure out the community identification of current node according to its location. If it's in the valley, mark it as an overlap node and stop expansion, if it's in a slope location, identify it as an internal node of the community and continue to expand until get to valley
Step 6: repeat step 4 and 5 until all representative nodes have been expanded
Step 7: after expanding for all representative nodes, identify the left nodes which haven't been visited as isolated nodes, they were in the merge of topology potential field
Step 8: output the peak and internal nodes of each community and isolated nodes.
Community-based Collaborative Filtering
Community-based collaborative filtering consists of three parts: (1) build social networks for users, (2) community detection based on topology potential, (3) predict and recommend items for users on the basis of detection results in part (2).
Build User Social Network
User social network is based on user-rating matrix and similarity matrix. At first, assume that there are n users, and m items in the network, with the information of users and items we can get a user-rating matrix R with n rows and m columns as follow: 
R is the rating of user i on item j , ij R ={0,1,2,3,4,5}, if user i doesn't rate on item j , then ij R values 0, and a higher value of ij R implies more preference the user to item. A is established on the basis of the similarity threshold value set in advance [17] , when ij S is larger than the threshold, set =1 After the work for user social network, we can apply algorithm 1 as a basis for the community division.
Recommend based on Community
Now we can predict ratings and recommend items for user after community detection. Since the community members are more likely have similar preference [18] , when giving recommendation for user u we refer the preferences of users in the same community with u instead of all users in the network to short the running time of the method [8] , which is the main difference with normal collaborative filtering algorithm.
Community-based Collaborative Filtering Algorithm Description
Algorithm 2: Community-based collaborative filtering Input: users' ratings on items, records to be predicted Output: results of the prediction
Step 1: build user-rating matrix on the basis of users' ratings on items Step 2: compute user similarity, and build the similarity matrix
Step 3: set a similarity threshold and establish a user adjacency matrix
Step 4: confirm if there are connections between any two users with the adjacency matrix in step 3, and set up the user social network
Step 5: use the social network in step 4 as the input of algorithm 1, and figure out all peak nodes, internal nodes and isolated nodes
Step 6: detect the community for the target user from step 5, and search the nearest neighbor set in it
Step 7: compute the predicted rating for user on the basis of neighbor set in step 6. Community-based collaborative filtering algorithm is means to predict ratings for users on the basis of combination between community detection and collaborative filtering. Putting users with similar preference in the same community, community detection algorithm improves the efficiency on the search of neighbor set while keep the prediction accuracy, and reduces the effects of the sparse matrix and brings a certain improvement in prediction ability.
Simulation
Experimental Dataset
We conduct experiments on MovieLens dataset to test the rationality and feasibility of the algorithm proposed in this paper. The dataset consists of over 100,000 ratings (1-5) from 943 users on 1682 movies, and each user has rated at least 20 movies and each movie is rated by at least one user. Ratings are on a scale of 1 to 5, and a higher scale means more preference of user to the film. The information we mostly used in our experiments of the dataset includes user id, item id and rating. We pre-processed this data into the user-rating matrix R before use it.
MovieLens dataset is divided into training set and testing set. Training set is processed as the source of data sample to build user-rating matrix and user similarity matrix, while testing set is for testing and evaluating the result. Since MovieLens contains more than 100,000 records, too much for us to process and operate, we select randomly 100 users' ratings on over 900 movies as the training set and other 100 records of the same users and movies as testing set.
Evaluation
We select Mean Absolute Error (MAE), one of the most widely recognized evaluations as a measurement for our experiments [19] . MAE measures the prediction accuracy by calculating the deviation between the experiment results and the actual ratings. A smaller MAE value means a smaller deviation between predicted rating and the real data, which suggest higher prediction accuracy and quality. MAE is formulated as:
Where p is the size of the testing set,   , ui is the record of user u and item i , ( , ) ui r is the actual rating of user u on item i , while ( , ) ' ui r is the predict result of the system.
Experimental Results
We conduct 3 groups of experiments to examine the improvement of our algorithm. Group 1: to find out how the similarity threshold affect MAE When construct user social network, the similarity threshold may affect the quality of community division thus affect the performance of the method. When the similarity threshold
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC is too large, the adjacency matrix tends to be sparse thus resulted in too many communities and scattered nodes which means the reduction of prediction accuracy. Correspondingly, when similarity threshold is too smaller, the adjacency matrix tends to be dense and can only detect a few communities which will also affect the quality of the recommendation. Figure 1 plots the trend of MAE after community divided when change the similarity threshold from 0.2 to 0.9 (we start from 0.2 because there is no clear community structure when threshold is 0.1). It's obviously that when similarity threshold values 0.3, MAE get the minimum level with the best prediction accuracy.
Group 2: comparison of this algorithm and other two methods in MAE We compare the performance of three approaches: 1) Collaborative Filtering Based on Community Detecting, referred CFBCD; 2) Collaborative Filtering Based on Top-k nearest neighbor Community Detecting, referred Top-k CFBCD; 3) Collaborative Filtering Based on Pearson Similarity, referred CFBPS. In this group of experiments, we limit number of user nearest neighbor as 5, 10 and 15 in normal community-based collaborative filtering to calculate the MAE and compared the MAE with our new approach. The similarity threshold is set to 0.3 according to the results in experiments of group 1. Figure 2 shows the experimental results, the abscissa describes the size of neighbor set; the ordinate is the value of MAE. Since the predicted rating of user u on item i is based on all users in the same community with u , the MAE stays in a certain value no matter how the size of neighbor set changes. And Top-k CFBCD based on top k users in the same community with u according to similarity ranking, so MAE values fluctuate along with k changes. 
Figure 2. Comparison of Different Methods in MAE
From Figure 2 it's clearly that for normal CFBPS, MAE volatiles more when k get different value and the greater the size of neighbor set the smaller the MAE. As for CFBCD and Top-k CFBCD, the MAE is always smaller than the normal one no matter which value k is set. In addition, when k values smaller (refer to 5 and 10 in this experiment), MAE of CFBCD values is smaller than that of Top-k CFBCD, and when change k to a higher value (refer to 15 in this experiment), MAE of Top-k CFBCD is significantly reduced and is smaller than that of CFBCD.
Group 3: comparison of this algorithm and other two methods in predictive ability The predictive ability is another standard to measure the performance of a recommendation algorithm except MAE. Since the numerous users and items in real network make sparsity of the user-rating matrix a serious problem, if we search the user neighbor set as the same way of normal collaborative filtering algorithm which choose the top k users ranked by similarity, it's probably to cause the neighbor set too small and even empty to generate a prediction, thereby affecting the prediction ability.
Community-based collaborative filtering algorithm search the users in the same community with target user as the neighbor set, it doesn't cause the situation that a small community just with a few users. Therefore, this method effectively improves the prediction ability of a recommendation system. Figure 3 compares the numbers of predictions that CFBCD, Top-k CFBCD and CFBPS can give when change k at value 5, 10 and 15. As can be seen, no matter which value k is set, the numbers of predictions with CFBCD is far more than normal collaborative filtering CFBPS, and the number of prediction results will change as k changes in Top-k CFBCD. These happen because numerous users and little rated items cause the sparsity of user-rating matrix, and it can't search enough users for neighbor set thus weaken the prediction ability. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Different Methods in Quantity
We can summarize the applications of CFBCD and Top-k CFBCD in two situations: when there are a small number of users or the items are little rated, which means a high sparsity of user-rating matrix, the prediction ability is likely to be improved if CFBCD is chosen. And when deal with densely-populated communities or a small sparse user-rating matrix, the Topk CFBCD would be better which can short the running time of searching user neighbor set, and improve the algorithm efficiency without reducing the prediction accuracy.
Conclusion
Being the most widely used and successful personalized recommendation by far though, collaborative filtering recommendation still faces some challenges. Since collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is based on the search of user's nearest neighbor set, and with a significant increase in the number of users and items, the user set is growing, it's certain to cost more and more time to generate a recommendation thus reduce the quality of recommendation. In addition, the growth of user and item base makes the user-rating matrix sparsity becomes a more serious problem. A huge number of items can't get enough ratings from users, makes it difficult for the system to give an accurate recommendation; sometimes it can't even deliver a result, affecting the ability and accuracy of the algorithm.
We introduce the topological potential theory, and put forward a new community detection algorithm, which put the users with similar interests into the same community according to the position of the nodes in topology potential field, and then apply the traditional collaborative filtering on the communities. When search for the user's nearest neighbor, it target to the users in a specific community or several communities instead of all users, which narrows the search and improves the prediction accuracy. Experimental results suggest that
